This Month in GLAM

*This Month in GLAM* is the monthly community-driven newsletter about activities that the Wikimedia movement does together with cultural institutions (“GLAMs”).

**Write about your GLAM projects in *This Month in GLAM!***
- Start or add to your country’s news at: https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM/Newsletter/Newsroom
- Anyone can contribute!
- Publication deadline: the 7th of each month

**Read about GLAM projects around the world!**
- Read at: https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM/Newsletter
- Subscribe to receive it on a wiki talk page: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Global_message_delivery/Targets/GLAM
- Via RSS subscription on our blog: https://glamwiki.wordpress.com
- The newsletter is sent to various Wikimedia mailing lists, including Wikimedia-Announce-I and GLAM
- Individual story headlines via Twitter: https://twitter.com/ThisMonthinGLAM

GLAM stands for:
- Galleries
- Libraries
- Archives
- Museums

Share your projects and experiences with other people from the Wikimedia movement

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/GLAM/Newsletter/About

CC BY-SA
This Month in Education

This Month in Education is the monthly community-driven newsletter about activities that the Wikimedia movement does together with schools, universities and other educational institutions. Each month, volunteers collaborate with educators to improve the learning of their students by providing them with the opportunity to contribute to the Wikimedia projects.

Write about your education projects in This Month in Education!

- Add your country's news at: https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/Newsletter/Newsroom
- Anyone can contribute!
- Publication deadline: around the 20th of each month

Read about education projects around the world!

- Read at: https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/Newsletter
- Subscribe to receive it on a wiki talk page: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Global_message_delivery/Targets/Education
- The newsletter is sent to the Wikimedia mailing list: Education
- Also published via Twitter: https://twitter.com/WikiEduProgram